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Abstract 
The paper describes the application of selected methods of optimal control theory, game theory and artificial neural 
networks with the aim of computer support for a safe ship control in collision situations. It shows the structure of the 
control system and defines the task of safe control. Also presented are methodologies and models for collision avoidance 
strategies. Using Matlab software, positional game, risk game and dynamic optimal trajectory algorithms have been 
developed to provide computer support of navigator for collision avoidance at sea. A computer simulations showing safe 
trajectory through eighteen met ships at sea illustrates this. 
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1. Safe ship control process 
In order to ensure the safety of navigation the ships are obliged to comply with the International Regulations 
for Preventing Collisions at Sea (COLREG). However, these Rules refer only to two ships and under the 
conditions of good visibility [6]. In the case of a restricted visibility the Rules only specify recommendations of 
a general nature and are not able to consider all the necessary conditions which determine the passing course. 
Consequently, the actual process of a ship passing other objects very often occurs in conditions of uncertainty 
and conflict accompanied by an inadequate co-operation of the ships with regard to the COLREG Rules. It is, 
therefore, reasonable to investigate, develop and represent the methods of a ship’s safe handling using the rules 
of theory based on differential game and computational intelligence1,2,3,4. 
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 While formulating the model of the process it is essential to take into consideration both the kinematics and 
the dynamics of the ship’s movement, the disturbances, the strategy of the encountered ships and the formula 
assumed as the goal of the ship’s handling5,6,7,8. 
Having regard to a high complexity of the basic model in the form of the differential game for the practical 
synthesis of safe steering algorithms various approximated models are formulated, such as for example: multi-
stage positional game and multi-step matrix game9,10,11,12,13. 
An obvious contribution in increasing safety of shipping has been the development of ARPA (Automatic 
Radar Plotting Aids) anti-collision system, which presents important part of safe ship control system (Fig. 1). 
 
Fig. 1. The structure of safe ship control in collision situations 
The ARPA system enables to track automatically at least 20 encountered j ships, determination of their 
movement parameters (speed Vj, course ψj) and elements of approach to the own ship ( jj DCPAD  min  - 
Distance of the Closest Point of Approach, j
j TCPAT  min  - Time to the Closest Point of Approach) and also the 
assessment of the collision risk. (Fig. 2). 
 
Fig. 2. Situation of passing of the own ship with the j-th met ship  
The functional scope of standard ARPA system ends with the simulation of the safe manoeuvre, providing a 
safe distance passing Ds, by altering the course \'r  or the ship's speed V'r  selected by the navigator14,15. 
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2. Algorithms of safe ship control in a collision situation 
 Each particular model of the process may be assigned respective method of safe control of a ship. In this 
chapter the multi-stage positional game, multi-step matrix game and dynamic programming algorithms of a 
safe ship control will be presented16,17,18. 
2.1. Positional game algorithm 
The optimal steering of the own ship )(tuo
 , equivalent for the current position p(t) to the optimal positional 
steering )( puo
 , is determined in the following way: 
 
- sets of acceptable strategies  > @tpU oj  are determined for the encountered objects relative to the own ship and 
initial sets  > @tpU jo  of acceptable strategies of the own ship relative to each one of the encountered ships, 
 
- a pair of vectors mju  and 
j
ou  relative to each j-th met ship is determined and then the optimal positional 
strategy for the own ship )( puo
  from the conditions: 
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refers to the continuous function of the own ship's control goal which characterises the ship's distance at the 
moment to to the closest point of turn pk(tk) on the assumed voyage route.  
 
x for coalition positional game: 
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x for non-game optimal control: 
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The criterion for selection of the optimal trajectory of the own ship is achieved by determining the ship's course 
and speed, which would ensure the smallest loss of way for a safe passing of the encountered ships, at a 
distance which is not smaller than the assumed value Ds, always with respect to the ship's dynamics in the form 
of the advance time to the manoeuvre tm.  
The smallest loss of way is achieved for the maximum projection of the speedy vector V in the direction of his 
own ship reference course \r. 
At the time advance maneuver tm consists of element \'mt  during course manoeuvre \'  or element Vmt'  
during speed manoeuvre V' .  
The dynamic features of the ship during the course alteration by an angle \'  is described in a simplified 
manner with the use of transfer function: 
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where:  
\\ TTo #  - manoeuvre delay time which is approximately equal to the time constant of the ship as a course 
control object, 
)(D\k  - gain coefficient the value of which results from the non-linear static characteristics of the rudder 
steering. 
The course manoeuvre delay time is as follows: 
\
\'
\\' # om Tt                                                                                                                                         (6) 
Differential equation of the second order describing the ship's behaviour during the change of the speed by V'  
is approximated with the use of the inertia of the first order with a time delay: 
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where: 
  
Tov - time of delay equal approximately to the time constant for the propulsion system: main engine-propeller 
shaft-screw propeller,  
Tv  -  the time constant of the ship's hull and the mass of the accompanying water. 
 
The speed manoeuvre delay time is as follows: 
vov
V
m TTt 3#'                                                                                                                                            (8) 
The optimal steering of the own ship is calculated at each discrete stage of the ship's movement by applying 
Simplex method for solving the linear programming task.  
At each one stage of the measured position p(t) optimal control problem is solved according to the game 
control principle (1). 
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By using function lp linear programming from Optimization Toolbox of the Matlab software pg algorithm was 
developed to determine a safe game trajectory of a ship in a collision situation19. 
2.2. Matrix game algorithm 
In a matrix game the own ship as a player A has a possibility to use Vo pure various strategies, and j met 
ships as a player B has Vj various pure strategies. Constraints limiting the selection of a strategy result from 
International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea (COLREG). As most frequently the game does not 
have a saddle point, therefore the balance state is not guaranteed. In order to solve this problem we may use a 
dual linear programming.  
In a dual problem player A aims to minimize the risk of collision, while player B aims to maximize the 
collision risk. The components of the mixed strategy express the distribution of the probability of using by the 
players their pure strategies.  
As a result for the criterion of control in the forms: 
x for non-coalition matrix game: 
  jjo rI
jo VV
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x for coalition matrix game: 
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probability matrix P of applying each one of the particular pure strategies is obtained20. 
The solution for the control problem is the strategy representing the highest probability: 
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The safe trajectory of the own ship is treated as a sequence of successive changes in time of her course and 
speed. A safe passing distance is determined for the prevailing visibility conditions at sea Ds, advance time to 
the manoeuvre tm  described by equations (6) or (8) and the duration of one stage of the trajectory ∆t as a 
calculation step. At each one step the most dangerous ship relative to the value of the collision risk rj is 
determined. Then, on the basis of semantic interpretation of the COLREG Rules, the direction of the own ship's 
turn relative to the most dangerous ship is selected. A collision risk matrix R is determined for the acceptable 
strategies of the own ship Vo and that for the j-th encountered ship Vj. By applying a principle of the dual linear 
programming for solving matrix games the optimal course of the own ship and that of the j-th ship is obtained 
at a level of the smallest deviations from their initial values. 
By using function lp linear programming from Optimization Toolbox of the Matlab software mg algorithm 
was developed to determine a safe game trajectory of a ship in a collision situation19. 
2.3. Dynamic programming with neural state constraints algorithm 
The own ship dynamic is described by the state equations in a discrete form: 
7...,,1),,( 21,,1,    iuuxxxx ikikiki '                                                                                               (12) 
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where:  
x1=Xo, x2=Yo, x3 =\ , x4 = max\ , x5=V, x6=V , x7=t, u1= max/DDr , u2=nr  / nmax 
αr - reference rudder angle, nr - reference rotational speed of screw propeller, ψ - course, \ - angular turning 
speed, V - speed, V - acceleration, (Xo,Yo) - position of the own ship.  
The basic criterion for the own ship control is to ensure safe passing of the met ships, which is considered in 
the state constraints: 
0),,( dtYXg jjj                                                                                                                                   (13) 
This dependence is determined by the area ship's domain of the collision hazard. The adopted ship's domain is 
represented in different form, for example a circle, parabola, ellipse or hexagon the dimensions of which 
depends on the relative speed of the met ship being passed and these are modified on the basis of the answer 
from an appropriately prepared neural network which assesses the degree of the collision risk.  
The network has five inputs, which are provided from the ARPA anti-collision system and one output, which 
determine the degree of the collision risk. The one way network has three layers of neurons. The non-linear 
activation functions in the first and second layers represent a tangent nature and the output layer represent the 
sigmoidal nature. The network was modelled with the use of Neural Network Toolbox from the Matlab 
software21.  
Moreover, a criterion of optimization is taken into consideration in the form of smallest possible way loss 
for safe passing of the ships, which, at a constant speed of the own ship, leads to the time-optimal control: 
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Determination of the optimal control of the ship in terms of an adopted control quality index may be performed 
by applying Bellman's principle of optimization. 
The optimal time for the ship to go through k stages is as follows: 
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The optimal time for the ship to go through the k stages is a function of the system state at the end of the k-1 
stage and control ),( 2,22,1  kk uu at the k-2 stage
22.  
By going from the first stage to the last one the formula (15) determines the Bellman's functional equation for 
the process of the ship's control by the alteration of the rudder angle and the rotational speed of the screw 
propeller.  
The constraints for the state variables and the control values generate the neuro-constraints procedure in the 
dynamic programming dp algorithm for the determination of the safe ship trajectory in a collision situation. 
3. Computer simulation of the own ship safe trajectories 
Computer simulation of pg, mg and dp algorithms was carried out on an example of a real navigational 
situation of passing twelve encountered ships in the Kattegat Strait. The situation was registered on board m/s 
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HORYZONT II a research and training vessel of the Gdynia Maritime University, on the radar screen of the 
ARPA anti-collision system Raytheon. 
 
3.1. Non-cooperation positional game trajectory (Fig. 3) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. The non-cooperation positional game trajectory of own ship in situation j=18 met ships for Ds=1 nm,  final deviation from 
reference trajectory dk=8,58 nm    
3.2. Cooperation positional game trajectory (Fig. 4) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. The cooperation positional game trajectory of own ship in situation j=18 met ships for Ds=1 nm,  final deviation from reference 
trajectory dk=5,78 nm 
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3.3. Non-game optimal trajectory (Fig. 5) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5. The non-game optimal trajectory of own ship in situation j=18 met ships for Ds=1 nm,  final deviation from reference trajectory 
dk=6,61 nm    
3.4. Non-cooperation matrix game trajectory (Fig. 6) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6. The non-cooperation matrix game trajectory of own ship in situation j=18 met ships for Ds=1 nm,  final deviation from reference 
trajectory dk=6,68 nm    
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3.5. Cooperation matrix game trajectory (Fig. 7) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7. The cooperation matrix game trajectory of own ship in situation j=18 met ships for Ds=1 nm,  final deviation from reference 
trajectory dk=5,88 nm    
3.6. Optimal neural trajectory (Fig. 8) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 8. The optimal neural trajectory of own ship in situation j=18 met ships for Ds=1 nm,  final deviation from reference trajectory 
dk=4,25 nm    
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4. Conclusion 
The application of simplified models of the differential game of the process to the synthesis of the optimal 
control allows the determination of the ship's safe trajectory in situations of passing a greater number of the 
encountered ships as a certain sequence of the course and speed manoeuvres. The developed pg, mg and dp 
software takes also into consideration the Rules of the Regulations for Preventing Collision at Sea (COLREG) 
and the advance time of the manoeuvre approximating the ship's dynamic properties and evaluates the final 
deviation of the real trajectory from the reference value. 
The considered control algorithms are, in a certain sense, formal models of the thinking processes of a 
navigator conducting a ship and making manoeuvring decisions. Therefore they may be applied in the 
construction of both appropriate training simulators at the maritime universities and also for various options of 
the basic module of the ARPA anti-collision system. 
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